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Transnational Security Issues in the 

Contemporary World 

 

GUEST EVENTS: 

1. Keynote Address: “Transnational Security Issues in the 

Contemporary World.” 

 

2. Stalwart’s Debate: “Has the War on Terror turned out to be a War 

for Terror?” 

 

3. Panel Discussion: “Do First World Countries Have a Moral 

Obligation to Accept Refugees?” 

 

STUDENT EVENTS: 

4. Debate: “Regulation of the Internet is a Necessary Evil” 

 

5. Quiz: World Politics 

 

6. Power Point Presentation: “Highway to Hell: The Notorious 

Corridors of Drug Trafficking” 

 

7. Model Committee: UNGA DISEC. Agenda: “Transnational Security 

Issues in the Contemporary World” 

 

8. Creative Writing: Topic to be given on spot 

 

9. Interest Groups’ Simulation: “Cross-border Human Trafficking-

The New Slave Trade?” 

                                                            

_____________________________ 



EVENT DETAILS 

QUIZ 

 Written prelims having 20 questions 

 Each team shall have 3 participants 

 Top 6/8 teams qualify for the finals 

 Some of the prelim questions are star marked and would be used to 

resolve a tie 

DEBATE 

 Teams of two, wherein one participant will speak FOR the motion 

and the other AGAINST the motion 

 Total time per speaker is 3+2 minutes 

PAPER PRESENTATION 

 Mode of presentation: PowerPoint Presentation 

 Students must carry their own laptops and pen-drives in case they 

use a medium for presentation other than MS-Office Powerpoint 

 Maximum number of participants: 3 

 Time: 5+2 minutes 

CREATIVE WRITING 

 Topic will be given on spot 

 No limitation on the number of students participating from each 

college/university 

 Carry your own writing materials 

 Paper will be provided 

 Time: 60 minutes 

 

 

 



INTEREST GROUPS’ SIMULATION 

 Every college will be participating as one hypothetical interest 

group, each consisting of 3 students (cross college teams allowed), 

who will be responsible for coming up with a hypothetical name, 

insignia, flag, slogan and propaganda for their team 

 Each of these hypothetical groups will have a stand on the issue, 

which will be different from another, as per allotment 

 Each of these groups will try to sway a panel of selected judges 

present at the venue with their take on the topic provided, such as 

what changes they want to see being made to the existing order of 

things, how they intend to implement it, etc. 

 Total time allotted per team would be 8+2=10 minutes 

 Teams would be judged on the basis of their research, presentation 

as well as creativity 

 Saying anything controversial may lead to immediate 

disqualification 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________ 

 

 

 


